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100 YEARS OF
BUCHER-MOTOREX:
THANK YOU VERY MUCH!
Dear customers
Dear readers
Upon reaching the venerable old age of 100, one is inclined both to look back at the past and to ask oneself what
the future might bring. As an independent Swiss family enterprise, we never forget that our business started out
small and facing indescribably difficult circumstances. Our forebears had to fight for every order. The first and
second generation of the owner families had to work particularly hard while making many sacrifices. Two world
wars, the Great Depression, and turbulence in the commodity markets all left their marks. Thanks to a strong
capacity for innovation coupled with entrepreneurial farsightedness, a readiness to embrace change, renewal,
and bold investment in the production site at Langenthal, MOTOREX is still in great shape even after 100 years.
The 100 MOTOREX green candles atop our birthday cake fill us with joy and gratitude. This is the perfect moment
to express our sincere and heartfelt thanks to everyone connected with MOTOREX. First of all we thank our loyal
customers at home and abroad who have trusted MOTOREX as a dependable business partner, often over several
generations. Along with helpful external organizations and reliable suppliers, our steadfast companions along the
road currently include some 350 dedicated employees. MOTOREX’s success is thanks to all of you. You’re the ones
who have made it possible for our corporate group to keep growing and thriving for a whole century.
Our gaze directed toward the future, we continue to focus on our established business, do not tolerate speculation,
and will always create honest value in everything we do. The MOTOREX Group rests on strong, financially sound
pillars. We have always been close to our customers, innovative, and committed to quality, and so we remain.
Throughout the next century we will remain true to our principles: INDEPENDENT, UNIQUE, GENUINE.
Yours

Monique Regenass-Bucher

Edi Fischer

Peter Regenass-Bucher

President of the Board

Chief Executive Officer

President of the Board

BUCHER-MOTOREX Holding AG

BUCHER-MOTOREX Group

BUCHER AG LANGENTHAL
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Picture : Sunrise over Langenthal

1917 BÜTZBERG
World War I is still raging when a small factory in the Welschland district
of Bützberg in the Canton of Bern begins producing shoe and floor care
products on December 3, 1917. Raw materials can be stored outdoors without any qualms, and visits to customers are made by bicycle. In 1920
Arnold Bucher

4

Arnold Bucher joins the company and the REX brand is born.

1917

MOTOREX
MILESTONES
		

2017

MOTOREX looks back on 100 years of tradition and innovation. Join us as
we use the following pages to explore the milestones in the MOTOREX
success story. Over the decades, what began with floor and shoe care products
made by hand over a wood fire has developed into Switzerland’s biggest
international lubricant producer.
This special centenary issue of the magazine features MOTOREX milestones
scattered throughout its pages.

1938 BUCHER’S REX
Along with the products manufactured in-house, the company also
sells a colorful array of merchandise such as steel wool, cleaning
cloths, parquet sealants, leather care products and furniture polish.
Early engines deliver mechanical horsepower and need lubrication.
The first ready-made motor oils are imported from the United States
and sold under the name Metanol. The company is renamed
BUCHER + CIE AG.
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REPORT

1944 NEW BUILDING IN LANGENTHAL
Termination of the still-modest enterprise’s lease on the Bützberg prop
erty in 1943 is a serious blow. With the war in full swing, the company
finds itself in urgent need of a roof over its head. Although no suitable
structure is found, a vacant lot is available in Langenthal. Edy Bucher, son
The company’s new building at Bern-Zürich-Strasse 31
in Langenthal, 1945.

6

of Rosa and Arnold Bucher, joins the seven-employee family company
in 1944.

OIL BECOMES

MOTOREX
Although lubrication technology is everywhere in modern life,
it remains all but invisible from the outside. Developing and
producing a lubricant perfectly suited for a given application takes
many process steps and considerable knowledge.

1. REFINED REFINING
Besides crude oil, a growing number of alternative products (synthetic fluids,
plant oils, etc.), each with its own beneficial characteristics, are being used as
base oils in lubricants. In conventional production, appropriate base oil types are
distilled in fractionation towers, which can reach heights of up to 60 meters.
Along with fuels, this is where the base oils for lubricants originate. Through the
choice of raw materials and subsequent processing, the final product’s most
important basic properties such as viscosity (flow behavior), pour point (lowest
temperature at which the oil will flow) and flash point (ignition temperature)
© fotolia.com

are already determined.

2. TO LANGENTHAL BY RAIL
Base oils meeting the required specifications
are shipped directly to Langenthal in 20,000 to
50,000-liter tank cars and road tankers. At a

25,000

special unloading terminal, the shipment is
pumped out after a sample has been analyzed
in the plant.

ACTIVE CUSTOMERS

1947 REX BECOMES MOTOREX
As motorization expands rapidly, the company seeks to underscore its
leadership as a supplier of lubricants. In 1947 the MOTO element (motare is
Latin for “to move back and forth”) is added to the REX brand (Latin for king).
MOTOREX also offers a compelling quality guarantee.
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REPORT CONTINUED

3. BASE OIL AND ADDITIVE STORAGE
MOTOREX currently has base oil and additive storage
capacity of roughly 8.6 million liters in Langenthal. The

8.6 MILL.

additives used in the refining process are delivered by
rail or road, often in heated semi-trailers.

LITER BASE FLUID TANK FARM

4. THE PUMPING STATION SHOWS THE WAY
This is where the equipment specified in the production
flow system is interconnected. A sophisticated monitoring
system prevents incorrect connections. Precision mass flow
meters are capable of recognizing product categories by their
specific weight.

85

EXPORT MARKETS

5. ELECTRONIC
PROCESS MONITORING
The entire production process is carried out
by trained specialists. The process monitoring
system gives production managers an overview of the ten mixers at all times.

350

EMPLOYEES

6. MIXERS OF DIFFERENT
SIZES AND DESIGNS
The process of refining base fluids and additives into
finished products takes place in heatable mixing containers of sizes ranging from 200 to 20,000 liters, for
a total mixing capacity of 100,000 liters. Temperature,
sequence, mixing times, and admixture times all play
key roles in creating a perfect final product.

100,000

LITERS OF MIXER CAPACITY

1953 ADVERTISING FOR MOTOREX
MOTOREX makes its contribution to the rapid
development of motoring by providing a wide
range of lubricants.

8

7. THE KEY ROLE OF THE LAB
Along with research and development, the laboratory performs
a wide range of tasks, such as quality inspection of raw materials

2500

on delivery. Lubricant chemists perform additional quality checks
up to the final product stage. A reference sample from each final
product batch cleared for filling is kept for five years.

FORMULAS

8. FILLING FROM 1 DL TO 1000 LITERS
Meanwhile, one of several filling stations has been set up for either
drums or small containers. Through an additional filter system, the

100

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

finished lubricant is either pumped directly into large containers
such as tanks and drums or fed to one of the small container filling
lines. The finishing lines dispense exactly the prescribed quantity
and screw a safety seal cap onto each container.

9. STRICT ENVIRONMENTAL STANDARDS
MOTOREX continually invests in new technologies to save energy and
protect the environment. For example, the infrastructure for the fluids
used in the production process, most of which have to be warm, is fully

ISO

9001/14001 CERTIFIED

insulated. Waste heat is systematically captured. An innovative “pigging”
system provides highly efficient cleaning of the pipes. A rubber plug
is forced through the pipes by compressed air or nitrogen for efficient
and sustainable cleaning.

10. JUST THE RIGHT LUBRICANT
The current generation of engines relies on specially developed

8000

lubricants with each manufacturer’s approval. Ever lower-viscosity
high-performance lubricants act as a “liquid engineering element”
in reducing emissions and fuel consumption.

SKUS

1965 SPACE GROWS SCARCE
By the mid-1960s space is growing scarce and expansion plans are weighed.
The project draws within reach with the purchase of 5861 square meters of
land on the former gasworks property in 1968. In 1969 Monique Bucher,
daughter of Claudine and Edy Bucher, joins the company.
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INTERVIEW

1970–1974 EXPANSION ON MANY LEVELS
Ground is broken on March 20, 1970, and two years later the new production
building is ready for occupancy. The new Tank Storage Facility 1 now has its
own rail siding, greatly easing international procurement of base oils in tank
cars. Further expansion projects such as Tank Storage Facility 2 follow. Storage
capacity grows to 5.3 million liters. In 1973 MOTOREX AG is founded as a joint
venture with industrial firm Rudolf Fuchs KG in Mannheim, Germany. Helen
Bucher, daughter of Claudine and Edy Bucher, joins the company in 1974. One
year later the company has 52 employees.
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WHERE DOES

THE GREEN
PATH LEAD?
been in the hands of the same family since 1917, and
ever since then the owners have pursued a long-term
corporate philosophy based on fairness. Another factor
is a firm commitment to quality, not only in connection
with the products themselves, but also as regards quality of advising and customer service. For example, all of
our sales advisors specialize in customers in a specific
technical domain. This gives them a better understanding of customer needs and the ability to find just the
right lubrication solution in our very broad and deep
product range. And third, if the right solution doesn’t
exist, we enjoy tackling that sort of challenge and offering customers a hand with innovative new and improved products.
Edi Fischer (CEO BUCHER-MOTOREX Group)

Developing and producing lubricants is one of
MOTOREX’s core competencies. Because technology

Mr. Fischer, you’ve been CEO of the BUCHER-MOTOREX

and the needs of society are constantly changing,

Group since 2007, and are responsible for the fate

the aspects to consider can span a wide range. How

of this successful family business. MOTOREX is cur-

does MOTOREX deal with that?

rently celebrating its centenary. What is the secret

For a business of our size we have an exceptionally large

of MOTOREX’s success?

and well-qualified research and development department.

We have a lot going for us as a company. For one thing,

Given our level of specialization and the fact that we have

the owners know the business very well. MOTOREX has

2500 or so formulas, it’s definitely something we need.

1979 THE FIRST SPRAYS
Much of the work on the aerosol filling line that starts operations
in 1979 is still done by hand. Development and production of
sprays is a welcome second pillar at MOTOREX. Peter Regenass
joins the company in 1978.
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INTERVIEW CONTINUED

We currently employ twelve chemists from seven differ-

themselves can help quite a bit in managing limited re-

ent countries. And they maintain extremely good rela-

sources responsibly. Modern lubricants enable longer

tions with educational and industry organizations such as

service intervals, their own chemistry helps lower emis-

the ETH, various other universities and the Swiss Federal

sions values, and by reducing friction they save energy,

Laboratories for Materials Testing and Research. This gives

for example by cutting fuel consumption. And often,

MOTOREX the resources to respond quickly to the contin-

and increasingly, they are based on ester base oils made

ually changing needs of the markets.

from plants rather than crude oil. The number of alternative base oils is growing steadily.

In The Limits of Growth in 1973, the Club of Rome
predicted that oil reserves would run out within

Alternative raw materials? Can you tell us

two decades, i. e. by 1993. It’s now 2017. How does

more about that?

MOTOREX deal with the fact that fossil commodities

As I mentioned, some base oils are derived from plants,

are being depleted?

for example. At one time many of these lubricants

Although crude oil can still be pumped out of the ground

were made from rapeseed oil. But for demanding and

in vast quantities, we know that our reserves are not in-

heavy-duty technical applications we turn to materi-

exhaustible. How long these reserves will last depends on

als called esters. Most of these are also of plant or

how we use them. But innovative and modern lubricants

sometimes animal origin. That means they not only
meet requirements such as low environmental impact
and good biodegradability, they are also made from
renewable resources. And in many cases they also allow
for new technical features such as extended service
intervals. The service intervals with modern lubricants
like biodegradable Oekosynt HEES hydraulic oil can be
three to five times longer than with conventional hydraulic oils.
High-tech motor oils have become an engineering
element. What are the most important aspects of this?
There are three important issues when it comes to motor
oils: reducing fuel consumption, lowering emissions, and
longer service life. Modern engines work with increasingly narrow tolerances, and the lubricant performs a

MOTOREX is continually investing in research and development and often
comes up with exciting new product innovations.

wide set of tasks within the engine. Ever thinner super-
high-lubricity motor oils also help save energy.

1981 MOTOREX REVUE NO. 1
The first issue of customer newsletter MOTOREX Revue (now MOTOREX Magazine) is published in
German and French. The publication is now in its 36th year (edition 110) and appears in German,
French, Swedish and English. 15,000 copies of the first issue were printed. The print run has now
quintupled to 75,000.

Link to MOTOREX Revue No. 1, 1981
https://issuu.com/motorex/docs/motorex_revue_01_1981_flipbook
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Fill-for-life automatic transmission fluids for vehicles
and other machinery have been a reality for some time
now. Do you think this trend will continue?
I don’t believe so. We’re starting to see the trend reverse.
At least for the next few years, we will have to take a
step back from a fill-for-life approach in high-tech automatic transmissions. Transmissions and the entire power
train play an increasingly important role in cutting fuel
consumption, reducing emissions, and ultimately improving the all-important CO2 performance. Stresses on
the gears and the frequency of shifting are constantly
increasing. It’s been calculated that the number of shift
processes in an eight-speed automatic transmission is
nearly twice that in the six-speed transmissions that
have been common until now. Be that as it may, we just
need to remember that wherever technology involves
moving parts, you need lubricants. The fact that the applications and how they’re used will keep changing just

© fotolia.ch/snehit

This modern automatic transmission automatically selects the right gear
in every situation. The transmission fluid performs long-lasting heavy-duty
service.

makes it more exciting for us.
technical challenges, machining fluid developers are beWithout machining fluids to reduce friction and heat,

ing driven to innovate by very strong environmental and

the chips would stop flying in the metal machining

worker safety considerations.

industry. What innovations are helping MOTOREX to
stay ahead in this area?

Where will MOTOREX focus in the future?

Metal machining fluids present a diverse field for con-

We want to continue to be the partner of first choice for

stant innovation and improvements. Not only are new

customers who operate across Europe. We will continue

materials being developed all the time, but more sophis-

to make research and development a high priority and to

ticated components and applications are being devel-

make the right investments to meet constantly increas-

oped too. Technology never stops advancing. The ma-

ing technical requirements. That’s the only way we can

chines and tools used in production are also constantly

maintain our ability to offer specialized products. We will

changing. There is further pressure to innovate because,

continue to expand distribution in Europe, focusing es-

especially in Europe, legislation severely restricts or pro-

pecially on powersports and industry.

hibits many traditional chemicals and additives that
have been used successfully for many years. Along with

Thank you for your interesting remarks. •

1982 MOTORSPORTS DEBUT
MOTOREX made its motorsports debut in
the motorcycle and sidecar (motocross and

104

on-road) category. To date, riders and teams
who use MOTOREX lubricants have notched

1982 - 2017

up no less than 104 FIM world championship titles!

Stefan Everts becomes four-time world champion with MOTOREX.
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PEOPLE

WE ARE MOTOREX
Have you just received delivery of a product, been informed of a laboratory analysis
result, or been shown the latest super high lubricity motor oil? Behind every MOTOREX
product and action stand people devoting their unique abilities and qualities to our
shared success. Success to us is the privilege of working as partners with you, often over
several generations. From our apprentices to our current employees, to today’s retirees,
we are all MOTOREX.

GROWING SPECIALIZATION,
GROWING INTERNATIONALIZATION

Many positions, including senior management roles, are

Over the past 100 years, it is not only what is expected

need for quotas. This evolution was made possible many

of our products that has increased enormously, but also

years ago with the creation of part-time jobs and job

what is expected from MOTOREX’s people. In the early

sharing. As a result, concurrently with advances in tech-

days, all the company needed was enthusiastic sales-

nology and increasing internationalization, our require-

people, strong production workers, and diligent German-

ments for skilled employees have continually evolved.

now occupied by women, deliberately and without a

speaking office workers. Today, although these qualities
are certainly still in demand, they are no longer the sole

Depending on the requirements of the job, we no longer

determinants of success.

recruit suitable employees at all levels only in Switzerland,
but internationally. Language and professional skills, ex-

Women and men in a vast range of occupations have

perience, aptitude and, not least, passion and enthusiasm

joined us: drivers, warehouse workers, chemists, HR staff,

should fit the job and complement each other. So it’s not

machinists, engineers, lab technicians, mechanics, cus-

surprising that there are some 20 different nationalities

tomer service specialists, IT specialists, forklift drivers,

represented among the 350 or so people currently at

quality and safety experts, process managers, product

MOTOREX. Thank you for allowing us to be MOTOREX

managers, logisticians, export specialists, finance and

for you. •

controlling officers, multilingual receptionists, marketing
specialists, and many more.

1987 NEW MC SYNTHETIC OILS
Using a low-evaporation MC (molecularly converted)
base oil in combination with specially selected additives, MOTOREX develops a new generation of motor
oils. The high-quality properties of these Synthetic
Performance lubricants are similar to those of fully
synthetic formulas. An original TV commercial advertises the innovation.

TV commercial for the launch
“Gas Station 1”
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=gYixXwyX4HU
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1989 THE BENEFITS OF ECO POWER
MOTOREX surprised the market when it launched Bioguard, its first
degradable chainsaw oil. A further showcase product is MOTOREX
Oekosynt HEES, a hydraulic fluid based on natural esters that is rapidly
biodegradable in accordance with OECD 301-B. To be continued ...
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PEOPLE CONTINUED

HAPPY BIRTH

1992 QUALITY CERTIFICATION
Quality is measurable: BUCHER AG and MOTOREX AG are
certified under the ISO 9001 quality standard. Some 150 employees celebrate the company’s 75th anniversary along with
many guests.

16

DAY MOTOREX!

1998 MOTOREX-TOPTECH AG
Selling equipment for the storage and application of oils and greases
has always been part of the lubricant business. With the founding of
MOTOREX-TOPTECH AG, MOTOREX offers professional oil, grease, and
fluid handling solutions and hazardous goods warehousing throughout Switzerland.
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WORLDWIDE

1999 AWARDS AND PRIZES
In the late 1990s MOTOREX’s product line marketing scenario wins the Swiss Marketing
Society’s prestigious Marketing Prize. In 1999 Helen Bucher Voegeli receives the Prix Veuve
Cliquot for MOTOREX as businesswoman of the year.

Article: “Prix Veuve Cliquot 1999”
https://100-years-motorex.com/wp-content/uploads/buc-E-comp.jpg
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ANGOLA · ARGENTINA · ARMENIA · AUSTRALIA · AUSTRIA · AZERBAIJAN · BAHRAIN · BELGIUM · BOLIVIA
BRAZIL · BULGARIA · CANADA · CHILE · CHINA · COLUMBIA · COSTA RICA · CROATIA · CYPRUS · CZEC
REPUBLIC · DENMARK · EGYPT · ESTONIA · FINLAND · FRANCE · FRENCH GUIANA · GEORGIA · GERMANY
GREECE · HONG KONG · HUNGARY · INDIA · INDONESIA · ISRAEL · ITALY · JAPAN · JORDAN · KAZAKHSTAN
KOSOVO · KUWAIT · LATVIA · LEBANON · LITHUANIA · MACEDONIA · MALAYSIA · MALTA · MEXICO
MOLDAVIA · MONGOLIA · MONTENEGRO · MOROCCO · NETHERLANDS · NEW CALEDONIA · NEW ZEALAND
NORWAY · PAKISTAN · PANAMA · PARAGUAY · PERU · PHILIPPINES · POLAND · PORTUGAL · QATAR · RÉUNION
ROMANIA · RUSSIA · SERBIA · SINGAPORE · SLOVAKIA · SLOVENIA · SOUTH AFRICA · SOUTH KOREA
SPAIN · SWEDEN · TAIWAN · THAILAND · TUNISIA · TURKEY · UKRAINE · UNITED ARAB EMIRATES · UNITE
KINGDOM · USA · ANGOLA · ARGENTINA · ARMENIA · AUSTRALIA · AUSTRIA · AZERBAIJAN · BAHRAIN
BELGIUM · BOLIVIA · BRAZIL · BULGARIA · CANADA · CHILE · CHINA · COLUMBIA · COSTA RICA · CROATIA
CYPRUS · CZECH REPUBLIC · DENMARK · EGYPT · ESTONIA · FINLAND · FRANCE · FRENCH GUIANA · GEORGIA
GERMANY · GREECE · HONG KONG · HUNGARY · INDIA · INDONESIA · ISRAEL · ITALY · JAPAN · JORDAN
KAZAKHSTAN · KOSOVO · KUWAIT · LATVIA · LEBANON · LITHUANIA · MACEDONIA · MALAYSIA · MALTA
MEXICO · MOLDAVIA · MONGOLIA · MONTENEGRO · MOROCCO · NETHERLANDS · NEW CALEDONIA · NEW
ZEALAND · NORWAY · PAKISTAN · PANAMA · PARAGUAY · PERU · PHILIPPINES · POLAND · PORTUGAL
Q
 ATAR · RÉUNION · ROMANIA · RUSSIA · SERBIA · SINGAPORE · SLOVAKIA · SLOVENIA · SOUTH AFRICA
SOUTH KOREA · SPAIN · SWEDEN · TAIWAN · THAILAND · TUNISIA · TURKEY · UKRAINE · UNITED ARA
EMIRATES · UNITED KINGDOM · USA · ANGOLA · ARGENTINA · ARMENIA · AUSTRALIA · AUSTRIA · AZER
BAIJAN · BAHRAIN · BELGIUM · BOLIVIA · BRAZIL · BULGARIA · CANADA · CHILE · CHINA · COLUMBIA
COSTA RICA · CROATIA · CYPRUS · CZECH REPUBLIC · DENMARK · EGYPT · ESTONIA · FINLAND · FRANCE
FRENCH GUIANA · GEORGIA · GERMANY · GREECE · HONG KONG · HUNGARY · INDIA · INDONESIA · ISRAEL
ITALY · JAPAN · JORDAN · KAZAKHSTAN · KOSOVO · KUWAIT · LATVIA · LEBANON · LITHUANIA · MACEDONIA
MALAYSIA · MALTA · MEXICO · MOLDAVIA · MONGOLIA · MONTENEGRO · MOROCCO · NETHERLANDS · NEW
CALEDONIA
NEW ZEALAND
· NORWAY
· PANAMA
· PARAGUAY
· PERU · PHILIPPINES · POLAND
For ·many
years MOTOREX
has· PAKISTAN
enjoyed positive
growth
in Switzerland
PORTUGAL
·
QATAR
·
RÉUNION
·
ROMANIA
·
RUSSIA
·
SERBIA
·
SINGAPORE
· SLOVAKIA · SLOVENIA · SOUT
and internationally. Since 2010 growth has accelerated in Europe.
AFRICA ·In
SOUTH
KOREA
SPAIN
· SWEDEN
TAIWAN · THAILAND
· TUNISIA
· TURKEY · UKRAINE · UNITE
2016 50
% of ·all
lubricants
from·MOTOREX’s
plants were
sold outside
ARAB EMIRATES · UNITED KINGDOM · USA · ANGOLA · ARGENTINA · ARMENIA · AUSTRALIA · AUSTRIA
Switzerland. The worldwide MOTOREX distribution network currently
AZERBAIJAN · BAHRAIN · BELGIUM · BOLIVIA · BRAZIL · BULGARIA · CANADA · CHILE · CHINA · COLUMBIA
comprises
130 specialized
in 85 countries
along
with in-house
COSTA RICA
· CROATIA
· CYPRUS · distributors
CZECH REPUBLIC
· DENMARK
· EGYPT
· ESTONIA · FINLAND · FRANCE
organizations
in Switzerland,
Germany,
Austria,
FRENCH distribution
GUIANA · GEORGIA
· GERMANY
· GREECE · France,
HONG KONG
· HUNGARY
· INDIA · INDONESIA · ISRAEL
ITALY · JAPAN
· JORDAN · KAZAKHSTAN · KOSOVO · KUWAIT · LATVIA · LEBANON · LITHUANIA · MACEDONIA
and Sweden.
MALAYSIA · MALTA · MEXICO · MOLDAVIA · MONGOLIA · MONTENEGRO · MOROCCO · NETHERLANDS · NEW
CALEDONIA
· NEW ZEALAND · NORWAY · PAKISTAN
· PANAMA · PARAGUAY · PERU · PHILIPPINES · POLAND
In 1917, the year the company was founded, 400 kiloproduction volume (in all product categories) including
PORTUGAL
· QATAR · RÉUNION · ROMANIA · RUSSIA
· SERBIA · SINGAPORE · SLOVAKIA · SLOVENIA · SOUT
grams of REX products were made by hand in Bützberg,
industrial customers and export markets exceeded
AFRICA ·a SOUTH
· SPAIN
· SWEDEN
· TAIWAN
· THAILAND
· TUNISIA
TURKEY
· UKRAINE · UNITE
gratifying KOREA
figure for the
owners in
those days. The
30,000 tonnes.
Specific lubrication
services ·tailored
to
ARAB EMIRATES
· UNITED
KINGDOM
· USAhas· ANGOLA
· ARGENTINA
ARMENIA
· AUSTRALIA · AUSTRIA
market was limited.
In the past
100 years MOTOREX
customer needs
make MOTOREX a· sought-after
partner
AZERBAIJAN
·
BAHRAIN
·
BELGIUM
·
BOLIVIA
·
BRAZIL
·
BULGARIA
·
CANADA
·
CHILE
· CHINA · COLUMBIA
established itself as a specialist in lubricants. In 2016,
internationally.
COSTA RICA · CROATIA · CYPRUS · CZECH REPUBLIC · DENMARK · EGYPT · ESTONIA · FINLAND · FRANCE
FRENCH GUIANA · GEORGIA · GERMANY · GREECE · HONG KONG · HUNGARY · INDIA · INDONESIA · ISRAEL
ITALY · JAPAN · JORDAN · KAZAKHSTAN · KOSOVO · KUWAIT · LATVIA · LEBANON · LITHUANIA · MACEDONIA
MALAYSIA · MALTA · MEXICO · MOLDAVIA · MONGOLIA · MONTENEGRO · MOROCCO · NETHERLANDS · NEW
CALEDONIA · NEW ZEALAND · NORWAY · PAKISTAN · PANAMA · PARAGUAY · PERU · PHILIPPINES · POLAN

DEMAND FOR

QUALITY

KNOWS NO BORDERS

2001 REVOLUTIONARY PACKAGING
More recognition: The launch of the innovative one-liter “elephant's trunk” bottle
is a major achievement for MOTOREX. Its progressive design is a hit in every
way and earns it the following four prizes in recognition: SWISS STAR 2000 (Swiss
packaging industry), SVI Design Prize (special Design category), EURO STAR 2000,
and WORLD STAR 2001.
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WORLDWIDE CONTINUED
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BUCHER-MOTOREX GROUP PRESENCE
1 	MOTOREX Langenthal (headquarters and production plant)
2 	MOTOREX Germany, Schriesheim near Heidelberg
3

MOTOREX Austria, Hallein

4 	MOTOREX NORDIC AB, Gothenburg, Sweden
5 	YORK SAS France, Toulon (also production plant)
6 	MOTOREX Poland, Ostrowiec (also production plant)
7 	MOTOREX USA Inc., Ventura, California (see map top left)
	Distribution partners in 85 countries worldwide

2003 COLLABORATION WITH KTM
Close collaboration between manufacturers and
racing teams is of great importance for everyone
involved. MOTOREX and KTM launched their collaboration 14 years ago. Today their partnership is
stronger than ever and spans many joint projects.
Edi Fischer (current CEO) joins the company.

© KTM images
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THE MOTOREX DISTRIBUTION NETWORK

ment followed from 1998 when international distri-

The MOTOREX distribution network rests on two pillars.

bution of products for the metal machining industry

The company’s own distribution organizations in Swit-

was launched under the Swissline sub-brand. A few

zerland, France, Germany, Austria, and Sweden are sup-

of our original distributors are still with us today, and

ported logistically by MOTOREX distribution centers in

many new ones have joined them.

each country.

SUCCESS THROUGH PARTNERSHIP
In addition, the international network of distribution

Whether on the Swiss home market, in Europe, or over-

partners currently numbers 130 specialists with a name

seas, MOTOREX travels the road to success alongside its

and know-how in their respective countries. The Moto

dedicated distributors. A representative sample of our

Line product range has been sold through motorcycle

dependable partners speak on behalf of them all below :

dealers since the early 1980s. A second lubricant seg-

KOCHER & CIE, GARAGE ET MACHINES
AGRICOLES – CORGÉMONT, SWITZERLAND
This family business in the Bernese Jura has been

“For us, MOTOREX
means high-quality
products backed up
by great customer
service.”

carrying MOTOREX products since 1961. As specialists
in farm and forestry equipment, Jean-Pierre and
Monique Kocher (left) and Trudi and Erich Kocher
(right) depend on MOTOREX on shop floor and sales
floor alike.

DOUMONT R. J. MOTORS SPRL –
BELGIEN
Company founder René Doumont took over
distribution of MOTOREX motorbike products
for Belgium in the 1970s. Today his grandsons
Xavier (left) and Fabien are successfully con-

“Despite its current size, we feel that
MOTOREX definitely embodies the tangible
advantages of a family-owned company.”

tinuing the business.

2009 INTERNATIONAL ORIENTATION
International demand for MOTOREX products is growing.
MOTOREX Deutschland AG, the first distribution organization
abroad, is established in 2009. Others follow: MOTOREX Österreich GmbH in 2010, MOTOREX Nordic AB (Sweden) and SAV
MOTOREX GmbH Germany (two-wheelers only) in 2011, acquisition of YORK France in 2014. During 2017, the year of MOTOREX’s
100th anniversary, the Group’s third production plant will commence operations in Ostrowiec, Poland, to better serve markets
to the east and north.
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WORLDWIDE CONTINUED

EUROLINE INC. – NEW MILFORD, CT, USA
Twenty-two years ago Peter Feller, a Swiss native
with a wealth of machining experience, introduced
the MOTOREX Swissline in North America. Today his
“With MOTOREX, Euroline sells not just
products but complete solutions.”

satisfied customers include many leading companies.

SCHUMOTO GMBH & CO KG –
LINZ, AUSTRIA
Barbara Zeitlhofer manages the 39-year-old business
specializing in two-wheeled motor vehicles together
with her father Dieter Schuller and brother Klemens.
For many years the MOTOREX Moto Line has been a

“MOTOREX has been a strong and
reliable partner for our business for
over 30 years. Here’s to a continuing
successful shared future!”

solid success factor in Schumoto’s catalog.

BIHR S.A.S – BARTENHEIM, FRANCE
Benjamin Waymel (product manager) and Cyrille
Bihr (founder, right) want only the best for their
“Seventeen years ago our company
found its long-sought professional
partner for motorcycle l ubricants in
MOTOREX.”

customers among the over 30,000 products they
currently carry. So the decision to partner with
MOTOREX in 2000 was an easy choice. Sales have
been growing ever since.

SCOTT SPORTS AB – UPPSALA, SWEDEN
SCOTT is the Moto Line distributor in Sweden. According to general manager Håkan Eriksson, MOTOREX’s
many triumphs on the race track have been key in
helping the brand achieve its current status as a premium lubricant for motorcycles.

“Professionalism, innovation
and countless race successes
have made MOTOREX an icon.”

2010 INNOVATIVE MACHINING FLUIDS
MOTOREX AG has specialized in lubricant solutions for the metal
machining industry since 1973. Again and again, innovative
machining fluids such as SWISSCUT Ortho NF-X cutting fluid
and all-new SWISSCOOL Tresor PMC coolant-lubricant have
brought measurable improvements in industrial processes.
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LUBE TECH, LUBRICATION TECHNOLOGIES
– GOLDEN VALLEY, MN, USA
Boris Mahlich (left), Moto Line sales manager for

“Everything is unique at
MOTOREX, from the products
to the corporate culture!”

MOTOREX USA, with leading US Motocross and
Supercross rider James Stewart at a team event.

A1 ACCESSORY IMPORTS –
QUEENSLAND, AUSTRALIA
A1 Accessory has been importing and distributing the
MOTOREX Moto Line in Australia since the start of 2000.

“Professionalism coupled with
a strong brand is something that
has always impressed me about
MOTOREX.”

A strong presence in motor sports and outstanding
quality make Jason Rogers unstoppable “down under”
with the products from Switzerland.

MOTOREX CHILE S.A. –
SANTIAGO DE CHILE, CHILE

“We are proud to be able to contribute
to the success of MOTOREX here in
Chile. With the Moto and Bike Line products, we have been the undisputed
number one from a quality standpoint
ever since our partnership started!”

Felipe Olivares has been MOTOREX’s man
in Santiago de Chile since 2009. The Moto,
Bike and Car Line product lines will soon
be followed by others.

BEIJING MODAO TRADE CO. LTD –
BEIJING, CHINA
On China’s still-young motorcycle scene, Beijing Modao

“MOTOREX is a highly trust
worthy brand in every respect.
With MOTOREX premium
quality we meet even the highest
expectations of our customers.”

(photo: managing director Lv Fei) has already secured
a position as the premier address for motorcycle dealers
who demand quality. Distribution of the MOTOREX
Moto Line throughout China is steadily expanding.

The BUCHER-MOTOREX Group, together with its distributors, offers active customers and vehicle and equipment manufacturers finemeshed cross-border advice, distribution, and logistics services. •

2012 NEXUS FE FOR HEAVY DIESELS
With fuel-saving low-SAPS Nexus FE SAE 5W/ 30 motor oil,
MOTOREX makes a valuable contribution for the new generation of low-emissions heavy diesel engines.
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POWERSPORTS

EYES
ON
MORE THAN JUST THE TITLE
Since the late 1970s MOTOREX
has been involved in various motor
sports as a technical partner. In
motorcycle racing alone, the result
so far has been no fewer than
104 FIM (Fédération Internationale
de Motocyclisme) world championship titles! And what could be
better than combining business
with pleasure? Developing
lubricants for racing and testing them under the toughest
conditions also always
yields valuable insights
for new and improved
commercial products.

2015 FORMULAS FOR TODAY AND YESTERDAY
As well as researching and developing groundbreaking new lubricants,
MOTOREX also provides exactly the right lubricant for the vehicles of
yesteryear. An extensive range for classic vehicles was launched in 2015
in the form of the Classic Line.
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Often faster than 500 cc Solos. Rolf Biland and
Kurt Waltisperg always knew how to thrill the crowds.

MOTOREX was hard to ignore at the outset of its motorsport career. The same can be
said for the many world motocross sidecar championship titles it notched up!

In the 1970s enthusiasts would ride their motorcycles

contracts, including Bruno Kneubühler (road GP), WET-

to work during the week so they could race on the week-

Motos and Bolliger (endurance), Yves Briguet (Supersport

end. Two-stroke engines were popular and strict emis-

World Championship), Bächtold & Fuss, Hüsser & Hüsser,

sions and noise regulations were still far off. But staying

and Fuhrer & Käser (sidecar motocross) and the Bösiger

at the front of the pack meant adopting a different ap-

road sidecar team. Many more riders, teams, and well-

proach. Tuning was the order of the day, and specialized

earned titles would follow …

machines were developed for racing. The market for racing tires and apparel to match boomed. With the rules

SUCCESS ACROSS BORDERS

evolving from year to year, manufacturers increasingly

Round for round, title for title, motor sports helped

started getting in on the action with “factory teams.”

MOTOREX build a solid image as a lubricant specialist.
Success was no longer limited to Switzerland – far from

THE FIRST THREE-WHEEL
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP

it. Inquiries arrived in Langenthal from motor racers in

By 1982 the time had come: With MOTOREX in the en-

mand for Moto Line products was also growing. All this

gine, Mick Bollhalder and Charly Büsser captured the

was a perfect fit for the company’s export strategy,

first motorcycle and sidecar world championship title.

which focused on Europe at the outset. In the late 1980s

The two Swiss racers went on to repeat the same feat

television commercials were broadcast on the Euro

the next year. Rolf Biland and Kurt Waltisperg set new

sport sports channel in the “Music for Motors” adver

records on road circuits, winning the world champion-

tising campaign, even as MOTOREX was boosting its

ship in 1983 with MOTOREX. These were the beginnings

presence on the international motocross GP scene

of a series of world championship trophies. In subse-

through collaboration with the official organizer, Action

quent years more avid Swiss riders and teams signed

Group/G. Lungo.

many different countries. Meanwhile international de-

104
1982 - 2017

2017 NEW BUILDING FOR THE CENTENARY
By a stroke of fate, MOTOREX was able to buy the adjacent 11,076 square meter site
belonging to Nencki AG. Construction of the new office and production building –
Building 2 – began in December 2015. The new building in Gaswerkstrasse in
Langenthal will be dedicated in time to coincide with the company’s centenary
in 2017.
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POWERSPORTS CONTINUED
FROM JAPAN VIA THE USA TO AUSTRIA
More and more often international riders and teams
could be found using MOTOREX products on the track.
Belgium’s Stefan Everts brought MOTOREX four motocross titles (one on Honda in 1997 and three on Yamaha
in 2001, 2002, and 2004). French rider Frédéric Bolley
also won a world championship for MOTOREX on Honda
in 1997. Steve Webster (GB) raced for Markus Bösiger’s
Swiss road sidecar team in 1996. MOTOREX’s involvement with Yoshimura-Suzuki (AMA-Superbike) in the
United States and Japan and its partnership with Jan
de Groot’s Kawasaki MX team took it to a new level of
competition. Such evocative names as Mat Mladin (AUS/
AMA Superbike), Norick Abe (J/Moto GP/Team D’Antin
Yamaha), Neil Hodgson (GB/Superbike Ducati), Chaz
Davies (GB/Supersport Yamaha), Mat Rebaud (CH/Free-

The two talented Swiss riders Tom Lüthi (front) and
Dominique Aegerter compete in the Moto2 category.

style Honda), Tom Lüthi (CH/Moto2), and Dominique
Aegerter (CH/Moto2) all raced under the MOTOREX

ENTERING NEW DIMENSIONS WITH KTM

flag and gave their all in the competition.

Cooperation with Austrian motorcycle manufacturer
KTM has been ongoing since 2003 and has brought
both partners countless triumphs on-road and off. The
many motocross, enduro, rally, and Moto3 wins and
world championships show what peak performance
the partnership makes possible. When Moto2 world
champion Pol Espargaró (Team Pons, Kalex/Honda) competed in the MotoGP on a KTM in 2013, it caused in
ternational surprise. Involvement in the MotoGP project
redoubled. MOTOREX works closely with the KTM racing department headed by Pit Beirer in the entire development process. Success has not been slow to come.
And speaking of success: have a look at the MOTOREX’s
104 FIM world championship titles!

© KTM images

Italian Toni Cairoli, KTM and MOTOREX: The perfect trio for
pulverizing records!

OTTOREX
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http://www.motorex.com/file/news/
100ChampionsStaender2.pdf

CELEBRATE WITH US OUR JUBILEE COLLECTION!

POLOSHIRT HERITAGE

SWEAT JACKET HERITAGE

women & men

unisex

Polo shirt in retro-look, anniversary collection
100 Years MOTOREX. Various embroidered patches
on the upper sleeve. Appealing appliqués
and embroideries on the chest and on the back.
The sleeve bands and the collar are in contrasting
colour. Material: cotton 80%, polyester 20%.
Colour Cool Grey. Sizes women: XS–L, men: S–XXL.

Article no. women: XS: 451485, S: 451486, M:451487, L: 451488
men: S: 451473, M: 451475, L: 451477, XL: 451478, XXL: 451479

T-SHIRT HERITAGE

women & men

Sweat jacket in retro-look, anniversary collection
100 Years MOTOREX. Various embroidered
patches on the upper sleeve. Appealing appliqués and
embroideries on the chest and on the back.
Full- zip opening. Material: cotton 80%, polyester 20%.
Colour Cool Grey. Sizes: XS–XXL.

T-shirt in retro-look, anniversary collection
100 Years MOTOREX. Various embroidered
patches on the upper sleeve. Embroided logo
on the back. Appealing vintage logo print on
the front. Material: cotton 80%, polyester 20%.
Colour Cool Grey. Sizes women: XS–L,
men: S–XXL.

Article no.: XS: 451489, S: 451490, M: 451491,
L: 451492, XL: 451493, XXL: 451494

Article no. women: XS: 451470, S: 451472, M:451474, L: 451476
men: S: 451480, M: 451481, L: 451482, XL: 451483, XXL: 451484

Please order these articles exclusively through your importer.

Maximum performance, extremely high technical requirements, and a broad diversity of auxiliary equipment – agricultural machinery
demands the very most a lubricant can give. MOTOREX has been meeting this challenge for 100 years now. And ensuring that your
machinery never lets you down. With innovative products, a comprehensive range and expert technical advising. Put your trust in
a partner who is fully committed to helping you give your very best. www.motorex.com

MOTOREX. AND IT RUNS LIKE A CHARM.

